


BIOGRAPHY

Between catchy beats and melancholic sonorities, YEAST explores and unveils every shade of an 
aerial and colourful pop music. The four boys from Lyon, France, offer up a concentrate of emotions 

and musical subtleties, on an authentic and chimeric basis.

The last band’s EP, « Dust of Light », released on October 2018, testifies of a more polished 
approach, and a wide open creativity, which express itself in their rich melodies and a new funky 
touch. 2019 might be at it’s early days, but it already gave beautiful opportunities to YEAST, since 

two of their tracks have been chosen by the famous car brand Citroën to feature two worldwide TV 
commercials in January and March.

YEAST also has a peculiar relationship with the stage, the revelation of a rock energy and an em-
bodied music. The band’s three EPs got YEAST to meet with their audience through more than 160 
concerts everywhere in France, but also in several European countries, including a 7 days tour in 

Germany during the 2018 winter.
 

Rock in Evreux Festival, the Boule Noire in Paris, the Salle Pleyel in Paris, or a full 
Ninkasi Kao in Lyon, as well as openings for artists as HER, Talisco or Jain : all these occasions 
allowed YEAST to forge themselves a true and unique identity on stage. Vocal harmonies and multi-
ple influences all gathered, in a dynamic show tainted with rock energy, from melody to electricity : 
here is YEAST’s recipe, which never fails to gain it’s audience heart, which grows bigger and bigger.

 

« Dust of Light »
Released in octobre 2018

https://soundcloud.com/yeastofficial/sets/dust-of-light-1


PRESENTATION

  
  CONTACTS     SOCIAL NETWORKS

      Tanguy You Agency                                          
   info@tanguyyoucom - 0684124094      

+ 3 600 followers

            Metronome                  
      maxime@agencemetronome.com      

+ 1 900 followers

           Management                                  
 contact.thevenon@gmail.com               + 600 000 views  
       
      Editions      
            maxime@echo-orange.fr       + 500 000 streams 

YEAR OF CREATION - 2015
MUSICAL GENRE - Indie Pop / Rock / Funky

INFLUENCES - Foals / The 1975 / Foster the people / Supertramp

Léo Barbenès
Vocal - Guitar - Keys

Arthur Wilain
Guitar - Choirs - Percussions

Judicaël Echalier
Bass - Choirs - Percussions - Synth

Cyril Gelly
Drums

https://www.facebook.com/Yeastofficial
https://www.instagram.com/yeast.music
https://open.spotify.com/artist/0eEmrY5t7ncBdBf9ZLopbA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzJLO5wGsy94R4F9aJ_m58w


DISCOGRAPHY

SMNE U CN’T HVE - 2015
EP 5 Tracks

Distribution - Believe

W A T E R - 2016
EP 5 Tracks

Distribution - Believe

HOLY CHAPTER - 2017
SINGLE

Distribution - Believe

ÉCOUTER

ÉCOUTER

ÉCOUTER

DUST OF LIGHT - 2018
EP 5 Tracks

Distribution - Spinnup

ÉCOUTER

http://bit.ly/2qEi9pg
http://bit.ly/2reaWPq
http://bit.ly/2qspbQF
https://soundcloud.com/yeastofficial/sets/dust-of-light-1


DUST OF LIGHT

For this record, YEAST allowed themselves more than a year to write, compose and re-
cord it, against 6 months for the previous one. A maturing time thanks to which the band 
could truly explore their evolving and new influences. These influences now tend towards a 
combination of rock (Foals), pop (Foster the People, Supertramp), and revival funk 
(Parcels, l’Impératrice), all of this combined with the aerial identity the band carries on 
since it’s very beginning.
For this new record, YEAST chose develop the band’s surrounding in order to enhance the 
artistic direction and production, especially collaborating with Romain Chazaut (Griefjoy) 
and Victor Malé (Holy Two), who mixed the EP’s tracks at the Studio du Zèbre (Besançon). 
The band also took the time they needed to find the adequate recording studio. They 
chose the Woodlark Studio, where the band’s members could develop their ideas as fur-
ther as possible, and take the liberty of trying new working methods without any barriers, 
as much from the writing and composing than the production, for a rendering which truly 
refines YEAST’s identity.

PARTENERSHIPS

In may 2018, the band signed a partnership with de French car brand Citroën, and 
revealed two first web commercial synchronies on the occasion of the collaboration 
between Rip Curl and Citroën for the new SpaceTourer, and new top range vehicle, the C5 
Aircross. In January 2019, the 18 months worldwide TV advertising campaign for the C5 
Aircross was released, and a second one in march 2019, 18 months long as well, for the 
whole SUV range.

Metronome, an artistic agency from Lyon, is the first band’s partner. The agency develops 
the live part as well as the whole, an ambition carried on by Maxime Thevenon, YEAST’s 
manager.

Echo Orange - Edition 
Tanguy You Agency - Media Relation 

Music Deal - Music Supervisor 
Believe - Digital Distribution
L’Epicerie Moderne - SMAC

Marché Gare - SMAC
Fairwood - Publishing EU

Citroën - Partenership



KEY DATES

08.03.17 - Ninkasi Kao /w Talisco - Lyon
09.03.17 - Rockstore /w Talisco - Montpellier
09.12.17 - L’Epicerie Moderne w/ HER - Feyzin
27.04.18 - Le Printemps de Bourges - Bourges

05.06.18 - Le Badaboum - Paris
29.06.18 - Festival Rock in Evreux - Evreux 

26.09.18 - LE NINKASI KAO - Lyon  
04.10.18 - Fubiz Talks (Salle Pleyel) - Paris 

05.10.18 - Festival Oui Are French - Versailles 
10.10.18 - LA BOULE NOIRE - Paris  

17.11.18 - Les Nouvelles Voix en Beaujolais - Villefranche 

ALLEMAGNE 

10.12.18 - Hochbunker Kiel - Kiel / 11.12.18 - Kulturpalast Linden - Hannover 
/ 12.12.18 - Kulturlounge - Leipzig / 13.12.18 - Rosis Dresden - Dresden / 

14.12.18 - Ex-Sparr - Hamburg / 15.12.18 - Broderick Elmshorn - Elmshorn / 
16.12.18 - Hangar 49 - Berlin (DE)


